What is thought today cannot be written according to the line and the book.

7: Site Maps
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There is nothing outside the text.

This eisegesis doesn’t so
much ‘explain’ the theories
and practices it encounters
as physically, creatively,
and aesthetically ‘embody’
them… It ‘shows’ rather
than ‘tells.’ This text is
therefore ‘generative’
rather than ‘evaluative.’
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We think only in signs.

‘The need for constant buzz is
like an addiction, and it has
some interesting effects on us.
Not only do we crave instant
reactions, instant responses
and instant gratification, but we
expect everything to be
stimulating – to amuse us,
distract us and entertain us.
Television might have led the
way, but the whole IT
revolution – and the very
culture of Kaleidoscope Nation
– reinforces the idea. Whether
its education, politics, religion
or current affairs, we need
pace, colour and movement;
we are in constant need of
something else’ (Mackay,
Advance Australia Where,
2007, p. 126).
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I had grand plans for
this tourist brochure: it
was going to sell the
impossible holiday—the
tourist-vagabonddrifting-touring-holiday:
the un-holiday. But it
hardly seems worth it
now, now that the text
is over and a new
pedagondage begins. It
doesn’t seem possible
to sell an experience
after the event, after the
pleasure and after the
pain. No! Each
pedagondage is its own
unfolding sequence of
events – its own
adventures and
misadventures. It
cannot be predicted. It
cannot be contained.

8: Tourist Brochure
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The Subjectile
“The subjectile … is an old technical word
meaning what is put under the drawing or the
painting, the canvas or ‘support,’ as you call it”
(Derrida, Deconstruction Engaged, 2001, p. 34).
There are numerous ‘subjectiles’ in this text: the
A3 page and background scenes; the smaller
pages and textboxes within these scenes; the
images and words placed within these frames;
and finally the computer screens and paper
sheets that make these compositions possible.
There are, then, numerous ‘subjectiles’ and
‘pseudo-subjectiles’ working through and
against each other in this text: simulacrasubjectiles and simulacra-simulacrasubjectiles—the almost-real subjectile and the
patently un-real subjectile. The concept of the
subjectile is useful because it draws attention to
the various ‘pages’ or ‘planes’ on which and
through which these art(e)facts emerge. In this
sense, the subjectile is the mise-en-scéne and
stage for both text production and text
dissemination. Without the subjectile I would
have nothing to do and you nothing to read.

‘Hold on to your scepticism about everything (everything but love,
that is: abandon yourself to that) (Mackay, Advance Australia
Where, 2007, p. 343).
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